Peerceptiv continues to be on the leading edge of student collaboration technology, and we are excited to share our Fall semester updates. These updates make facilitating peer review assignments much easier and allow a more seamless integration with your LMS. All students and instructors at Spalding have unlimited access to all assignment types.

**Updates**

**PEER ASSESSMENTS**
Create rubrics on a 1-10 scale, with 2 to 10 rating levels.
Copy pre-loaded assignments: reading response, short essay, research paper, group presentation, and multimedia project.

**TEAM MEMBER EVALUATION**
Transfer rubrics into other Team Member Evaluation assignments or courses.
Edit team member evaluation assignments once created and modify the open ended question prompt.

**TEACHER INTERFACE**
A more robust and intuitive teacher interface will roll out throughout the Fall semester.

**LMS INTEGRATION**
Roster and Group sync automatically transfers class lists and/or groups into Peerceptiv.
LTI 1.3 Advantage certification will be completed by October 1.

**UNICODE SUPPORT**
All characters, including symbols and non-English characters, are now supported site-wide.
Fall 2019 Webinars

Our support team offers public webinars that focus on different aspects of Peerceptiv. Even if you can’t attend, register for a webinar and we will send you the recording.

Webinar Schedule
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